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Abstract: This paper aims to explore the evolution of different politicalconstructs in the context of several EU enlargement rounds. The research hasshown that the deepening of the EU integration processes has resulted indifferent political conceptualizations of European regions. Whereas thepolitical notion ‘Central and Eastern Europe’ included countries that were partof the enlargement rounds between 2004-2007, a new political concept – the‘Western Balkans’ – largely grouped the countries lagging behind in the EUintegration process. However, that political concept is temporary since once acountry joins the EU, it is no longer politically regarded as a ‘Western Balkan’nation, as seen on the example of Croatia. The author hypothesizes that theconcept ‘Western Balkans’, which overlaps with the EU enlargement agenda,will become outdated as a political bureaucratic term at a distant point whenthe entire region joins the Union. At that point, the region will be subjected tofundamentally different normative, political, economic and other contexts,which will affect how the citizens, institutions and states act, how they perceivetheir country, and how the international community understands and treatsthem in regional terms. The future abandoning of the ‘Western Balkan’ politicalconcept is analyzed through the social constructivist approach.    
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Central and eastern europe: distanCing 
from the “soCialist past”Following the revolutionary ‘Annus mirabilis’ of 1989 and theabandonment of the socialist system, the rapprochement process betweenthe former Warsaw Treaty Organization countries and the EuropeanCommunities commenced (Jović-Lazić, 2015, pp. 156-157). As part of their‘return to Europe’, the entire east-central region started to distance from the‘Eastern European’ socialist-era legacy. ‘Central and Eastern Europe’ (CEE)became a dominant geopolitical regional designation in the context ofEuropean integration (Schimmelfennig, Sedelmeier, 2005, p. 2). Whereas the Carpathian, Baltic and western Black Sea countries hadinitiated their European Union (EU) accession processes as part of thenew Central and Eastern Europe concept, on the other hand, the EU hasconceived an additional political designation: the ‘Western Balkans’(Zöpel, 2018, pp. 2-3; Đukanović, Minić, 2015, p. 11).Throughout the Coldwar, the term Balkans was largely geographical, its countries belongingto different strategic realities (Greece to the European Communities,Bulgaria to the Warsaw Pact, the SFRY to the Non-aligned movement,Albania – self-isolated). However, following 1989, countries like Bulgaria,previously perceived as Eastern European, in geopolitical terms becamemore associated with the wider notion of CEE. Although geographicallyplaced in the ‘eastern Balkan’ area, Bulgaria or Romania were neverpolitically grouped under such designation by the EU. They were insteadincluded in the EU enlargement agenda, which treated CEE as a largecluster, consisting out of the former ‘Warsaw Pact’ countries. There wassimply no conceptual need to set a few ‘eastern Balkan’ states apart fromother EU candidates or distinguish them in a more specific way. Theentire CEE area has joined the Union between 2004-2007 (Rapacki,Prochniak, 2009, p. 3).2Whereas the fall of the Iron Curtain enabled countries like Bulgaria tobe increasingly less associated with the term ‘Balkans’, that notionmaintained politically relevant in western areas of the Peninsula, which was
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included in the EU enlargement policy only later.3 The region which wouldlater become known as the ‘Western Balkans’ (WB) has been de factoexcluded from the wider integrative processes in CEE, above all due to itspolitical unreadiness or unfitness to enter the integrative processes in theearly 1990s. The countries which lagged behind CEE in the EU integrationprocesses included Albania and most of the former Yugoslavia. Unlike theCEE countries that joined the EU between 2004–2007, the WB countrieswere subjected to the Stabilization and Association Process, which includedprovisions directed towards encouraging the post-conflict recovery anddevelopment of good neighborly relations among the previous contenders(Džankić, Keil, 2019, p. 181). Since the accession process of the WBdeveloped somewhat differently comparing to the CEE enlargement rounds,the EU opted to design and treat it as a separate regional political concept. These countries’ EU accession perspective was recognized at the ‘EU-Western Balkans Thessaloniki Summit’ in 2003, which formally marked thebeginning of their long transformation process.4 As of 2020, the only groupmember which successfully joined the EU was Croatia in 2013 and thereforeceased to be treated as part of the ‘Western Balkans’ political concept. AsTheresia Töglhofer noted on that subject:’…Croatia itself now has the right
to participate in decision-making in all policy areas, including the EU’s
enlargement policy towards the accession candidates in the Western Balkans,
whose ranks it so recently left’ (Töglhofer, 2013, p. 5). While the EU ceased to perceive and treat Croatia as a WB country, thecountry’s changed geopolitical, economic, and other position has alsodistanced it from that region. That represents an illustrative example of howthe geopolitics and integrative processes also affect the external perceptionand regional ‘affiliation’ of the country. Likewise, the Croatian distancing fromthe WB political concept also resembles the preceding candidates’ distancingfrom the Eastern European political image (Todorova, 2006, pp. 276–277).5
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Having in mind the aforementioned, several hypotheses can be tested.The ‘Western Balkans’ is a temporary political notion, almost equivalent tothe current enlargement agenda. As such, it will progressively lose itsconceptual, political and other purposes once the candidates join the EU.Hypothetically, the current ‘leading candidates’, Serbia and Montenegro, mayaccede to the EU already during the third decade of the 21st century,following the conclusion of prolonged accession negotiations. Followingtheir EU accession, the ‘Western Balkans’ would be reduced down to acouple of ‘enclaved’ countries, which will further weaken the connectivityand functionality of that political domain. The Europeanization process willencourage further transformations which, in an optimistic scenario, wouldreshape the entire southeast European region and result in its EUmembership within several decades. However, as each new country joins, the new political, economic,institutional, and social context would distance it from the WB region towhich it previously ‘belonged’. That will further diminish the scope, thefunctioning and the political and other meaningfulness of the politicalconcept of the Western Balkans that would become outdated by the time allcandidates achieve EU membership. Once that happens, these countrieswould have the opportunity to deepen cooperation with other memberstates within regional concepts that are not limited to the western area ofthe Peninsula. That includes possibilities for further regional cooperationnot only within CEE but also with other regions, which would be facilitatedby the shared EU political, economic, and social space.
the ‘Western Balkans’ as a politiCal ConstruCt 

– a theoretiCal approaChSince the early 2000s, the EU has chosen to distinguish and treat the‘Western Balkans’ differently from the politically more advanced ‘CEE’region. Apart from the delayed onset of the European integration process,compared to their CEE neighbors, the WB was also faced with specificdifficulties related to its post-conflict heritage, weaker democratic andeconomic performances, political challenges, etc. (Vachudova, 2019, p. 78). Although the former Yugoslavia did not put a large emphasis on itsBalkan background during the Cold war, the majority of its successor states
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and Albania were still ‘identified’ as such by various international actorsduring the 1990s (Todorova, 2006, p. 130). Their entanglement in a seriesof ethnic and political conflicts, economic mismanagement and othernegative aspects have ‘reactivated’ the stereotypical political notion of theBalkans as a troubled place and Europe’s ‘powder keg’ (Zöpel, 2018, p. 2).Since the early 20th century, the term ‘Balkans’ has had an unfavorablereputation due to the above-mentioned analogies with conflicts, ethnicdistrust, and complex historical circumstances. The derivative term‘Balkanization’ has been used pejoratively, designating the processes ofuncontrolled and hostile fragmentation into smaller units (Todorova, 2006,pp. 98–99). Notwithstanding that the Balkans would remain a physical-geographical term, and having in mind the traditionally unfavorableperceptions, it is unsurprising that the EU designated its regional approachas the ‘Western Balkans’. In strategic terms, the EU no longer considersmembers like Croatia or Bulgaria to be part of the region anymore. Althoughgeography has not changed, the political, economic and strategiccircumstances did construct another reality. According to the social constructivist approach, how things are namedor ‘labelled’ influences the articulation of one’s identity. The socialconstructivist reality is not fixed but ever-evolving, and so are its dominantterms and meanings (Theys, 2017, pp. 36–37). Notions are alwaysconnected with the values, beliefs, or more generally, the ideational context(Ibid). Institutions and the political actors may conduct separate activities,but they are intertwined and jointly shape the constructivist reality. In thatcontext, the constructs such as ‘CEE’ or ‘WB’ are not purely bureaucraticterms, but also political inventions of various actors (EU), which attributemeanings to these concepts. Likewise, subjects subjected to those meaningsare expected to act according to the construct. However, once these notionsbecome outdated, other constructs may assume dominance. For example, the ‘Warsaw Pact’ nations used to/be associated with theSoviet-style policies, socialist legacy, and Eastern-European image. Sincetheir inclusion in the European integration process, they have beencollectively regarded as the Central and Eastern Europe countries (Weise,Bachtler, Downes, McMaster, Toepel, 2001, p. 15). Over the past decade, thenotion of ‘CEE’ has become associated with consolidated democracies thathave successfully transformed their systems and satisfied the conditions tojoin the EU since the 2000s (Stephens, 2019). Today these countries’
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political, economic and other identities are largely influenced and shapedby the ‘European’ ideational factor, stemming from their EU membership. On the other hand, the WB is a post-conflict region, subjected to theEuropeanization process in the institutional, economic and political sphere(Džankić, Keil, 2019, p. 3). Having in mind the unfavorable reputationattached to the term ‘Balkans’, the WB notion also depicts the region as theone that is ‘under construction’, oriented towards (eventual) EUmembership. Once the entire ‘construction’ process is completed and thecountry becomes an EU member, it ceases to be subjected to the ‘WesternBalkan’ approach, as seen in Croatia. Therefore, it could be expected thatonce the leading candidates (e.g., Serbia, Montenegro) join the EU, theywould begin to be perceived as part of the successfully reformed CEE. Theirgeopolitical position will politically ‘evolve’ to the EU status. However, the‘Western Balkans’ would be additionally reduced to the remainder of the‘unintegrated’ Southeast (Jovic, 2012, pp. 177–178). One of the main working assumptions in this paper is that the ‘WesternBalkans’ might vanish as a political concept once the entire currentenlargement group enters the EU. Such assumptions could be backed by thepreceding examples of Croatia or Bulgaria, which have been largely placedout of the Balkan-related policies. Likewise, Serbia, similarly as Croatia orBulgaria, would one day begin to be perceived as a successfully reformedand integrated CEE country. By virtue of continuous and deep integrationprocesses in the EU space, the country would be drawn towards forgingcloser ties with other member states as its new closest partners. Regionalinitiatives, such as the Craiova Group (which currently assembles Greece,Bulgaria, Romania and Serbia) may become important stepping stonestowards the further deepening of cooperation. The language can have a pivotal role in designing or altering socialreality (Theys, 2017, p. 38). According to Wittgenstein and Winch, the roleof the language is not only to (passively) reflect social reality, but also to takepart in constructing that reality (Đorđević, 2016, p. 34). How we perceiveor name things or act upon those considerations affects our relations. Thisalso applies to the political actors. The EU perceives, designates and treatsthe region under the ’Western Balkan’ approach. The term is political andbureaucratic, setting the scope for specific EU policies (Theys, 2017, p. 38).It is also structural, since it designs areas for institutional and politicalcooperation between the two sides (Ibid). The WB, apart from Turkey, is
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currently the sole focus of the EU enlargement policy. The enlargementpolicy, in constructivist terms, can be viewed as a process during which anexternal country, through the accession process and associate status,gradually acquires norms, values and customs of the EU. In the early 2000s,the Western Balkan countries were officially removed from the ‘externalrelations’ and included into the ‘enlargement’ policy, which aims to fullyintegrate the region.6 The successful and complete adoption of the EU modelwould ultimately result in the WB countries’ EU accession. The WB wouldthen formally blend into the EU area and its supranational political conceptin various domains (Petrović, Radaković, 2013).The constructivists also argue that the normative framework turns intoreality once it gets accepted by the group through several distinct stages,such as the norm emergence, norm acceptance and the norm internalization(Theys, 2017, pp. 38–39; Tsvetkova, 2010, pp. 57–58). That is precisely howthe EU enlargement process has been unfolding. The candidates are initiallyrequired to design and adopt legislation and shape the institutionalframework according to the EU matrix in a way which would be conducivefor successful and sustainable implementation. Further on, the emphasis ison the acceptance, on the enforcement of the norms, standards and values,and on removing or adjusting challenging domains which hindercomprehensively successful enforcement. The third and final stage appliesto the internalization, whereby individuals and institutions have integratedthe imported EU norms and values into their behavior and functioning. Atthat point the country becomes sufficiently ‘Europeanized’ and prepared toassume EU membership obligations. The accession is viewed as a value-based contract between the candidate and the EU that share organizationalprinciples and norms (Tamvaki, 2008, p. 62). The member states and theirpopulations are integrated into one common political and economic systemand are closely drawn together, as they function according to the samelegislation, standards and values. Likewise, belonging to such a space alsoprovides an additional confirmation of their country’s ‘Europeanness’(Tsvetkova, 2010, p. 59). On the other hand, the ‘outdated’ Eastern European
6 The Council of the European Union. (2006). Brussels European Council 14/15December 2006 Presidency Conclusions 16879/1/06, 12 February 2007 (Council ofthe European Union, Brussels).



or Western Balkan constructs would remain tied to the preceding stages ofpolitical history.  According to the constructivist theory, social norms not only influencebehavior and activities, but also shape how institutions work and how theidentity is perceived (Aydin-Yilmaz, 2014, p. 65). Collective understandingof one’s role and identity takes part in shaping the actor’s considerationsand activities. Citizens from the WB region will eventually become EUcitizens, and their individual and national self-identification will beinfluenced by that fact. Once a country accedes to the EU and obtains accessto a variety of freedoms, rights and obligations that will constitute a majorchange comparing to the current status. By doing so, the Western-Balkan‘transitory’ regional identity would gradually dissolve as each new countryenters the EU. Although the EU context largely influences and shapes social reality, itdoes not exclude some additional, sub-regional level of political identification.The formerly WB countries may someday decide to additionally deepenregional ties within the EU; how they name that cooperation will alsoinfluence how they perceive themselves or how they wanted to be perceivedexternally. Perhaps an entirely new phrasing should be used to reflect theirchanged status at that point. If we presume that the ‘Western Balkans’ is atemporary designation, applicable during the enlargement process, it wouldperhaps be useful to reflect a bit on how we wish to be perceived in the futureor how we think we would perceive ourselves.The Balkans is gradually losing its purpose as a political designation.Currently, it is narrowed down to the western area of the Peninsula, fromwhich Croatia has seceded by entering the EU, diminishing its geographicscope even further. As part of its ‘departure’, Croatia (as other accedingmembers before) also withdrew from the CEFTA (Central European FreeTrade Agreement). The CEFTA simulates many aspects of the EU marketand is limited primarily to the ‘Western-Balkans’, so it would also lose itspurpose once the enlargement process completes (Petrović, 2019a, p. 67).Notwithstanding the distance of the membership perspective, the regionalcountries will no longer be politically associated with the WB noreconomically with the CEFTA. In other words, the political status of the WBand its economic area (exemplified by the CEFTA) are largely transitory andwill cease to be in political use once the region, at some distant point, entersthe EU. 
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The European narrative becomes growingly important as the integrationprocess progresses and constructs how the region will be referred to. In linewith the constructivist logic that there could be multiple identity layers, theEU membership does not preclude the existence of regional identities(Arežina, 2013, p. 91). Even the ‘Europeanization’ itself is a constructivistterm; literally speaking, the entire WB is indeed geographically European.However, although they originated and expanded from Western Europe, theEuropean Communities have always perceived themselves as the core of thecontinent and its identity. Their governing liberal norms and values – thefour freedoms, the protection of minorities, the rule of law, independentjudiciary – were ‘exported’ into CEE and the WB as part of their integrationprocesses with the EU (Panebianco, 2006, p. 139). The EU has not onlyexpanded its territory but also its system of beliefs, meanings, and its sole
credo towards the eastern part of the continent (Vukčević, 2013, p. 48). Asof 2020, the 27 member states jointly decide on political, economic andmany other aspects of reality in the Union, and the process of EUenlargement, despite deficiencies and stagnation, is formally incompletewithout the ‘Western Balkans’.Whereas the ‘Western Balkans’ represents a current conceptualdesignation for still-unintegrated southeastern Europe, as the enlargementagenda gradually completes, the countries would likely be faced with thenecessity to cooperate with EU partners more closely through differentframeworks. Unlike the WB designation – which was unsolicited by theregion but rather bureaucratically imposed by the EU – the SoutheasternEuropean countries may opt to actively take part in constructing their newpolitical identity within the Union. That would provide an opportunity forthe constructivist logic, whereby the identities are representations of actor’sunderstandings who they are, point out to their interests, and how theymean to address them (Theys, 2017, p. 37). Politically speaking, thecountries could ‘evolve’ from the WB associate membership to some newstatus, which would be more compatible with its obtained EU membership.The V4 is an example of an additional layer of political identity which hasalmost become politically synonymous with the Central European region.That initiative has been very beneficial as a supportive network fordeepening the political, economic, cultural, and other processes as part ofthe wider European integration efforts. Likewise, it was also in accordancewith the broader aim of reestablishing a distinctive regional Central
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European concept as a counterbalance to the abandoned socialist legacyand the outdated ‘Eastern-European’ image (Labov, 2019, p. 63). From the social-constructivist perspective, names are symbolicallypowerful and may reflect how we perceive our position and how the worldperceives us. If the ‘Western Balkan’ notion indeed loses its political purposeonce the enlargement agenda is realized, the author finds it relevant toconsider the changed political perceptions which might reflect the newposition and our adjusted understanding of who we have become. The newpolitical concept which could illustrate an ideational shift from the post-conflict WB towards a CEE/EU ‘status’ may be connected with participationin some other regional partnerships. Once the region, mostly or in itsentirety, joins the EU, there might be new proposals for reconnecting thesoutheastern European area. In constructivist terms, it might be relevant toconsider several naming proposals that might be suitable for an initiativethat would cover the southeastern European states and reflect distancingfrom the externally named, growingly outdated bureaucratic notion knownas the ‘Western Balkans’. 
eu memBership – a politiCal identity ChangerDeepening cooperation within older or newly established regionalinitiatives may mark a shift away from the ‘Western Balkans’ as a politicalconcept, especially once Serbia becomes the EU member. At that point, thepolitical paradigm shift will materialize in a twofold manner. Firstly, the EUwill cease treating Serbia within the WB approach and instead will act inaccordance with all membership-related norms and privileges. Theapplication of the conditionality principle will change, and the countrywould participate in the decision-making and shaping of policies along withother member states. Secondly, the position of the country willfundamentally change, both internally and externally. Externally, it will betreated as a member of the world’s most prosperous market and politicalarea, instead of belonging to the enlargement group – the ‘Western Balkans’.Internally, the EU norms, regulations, standards and benefits will integratethe country fully into the Union and largely reshape the political, economic,and social context. The new ‘sense of belonging’ will even be symbolicallyrepresented by means of an EU passport. On the other hand, the political
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concept of the ‘Western Balkans’ will no longer be applicable in its originalform. This may lead to the consideration of the new regional initiatives,which could reflect the newly acquired, upgraded strategic position of thecountry, and (perhaps also) its changed self-perception.In constructivist terms, the EU is a non-traditional international actor,which defines its own modes of functioning, and its legislative, political andother activities provide valuable insight into its self-identification and theperception of its international role (Vukčević, 2010, p. 204). Its institutions,member states and citizens accept and adhere to the EU norms, standards,and values. The deepening and widening of the European integration havecontributed to the ‘Europeanization’ of its member states and theacceptance of an additional, supranational level of identity in a variety ofdomains (Ibid, p. 205). These processes encourage constant approximationbetween countries that shape the ‘European project’ and contribute to thesense of common belonging (Aydin-Yilmaz, 2014, p. 56).This feeling of belonging to a common area is visible in many domains.The EU single market operates as an internal market, with the free mobilityof people, goods, services, and the capital. These four freedoms constitutethe governing ideas and the very backbone of the entire EU integrationprocess. Freedom to work across the Union, guaranteed by the Treaties,consists one of the most enjoyed benefits of EU citizenship (EP, 2020).7Likewise, since 1979, the EU citizens vote for their representatives in theEuropean Parliament (Cracknell, Morgan, 1999, p. 7). Through the ordinarylegislative procedure, along with the Council of the European Union, theParliament adopts legislation that subjects the entire EU territory to the samenorms. These norms are applied in each member state and encourage further‘Europeanization’ processes in each country. Although sovereign prerogativesare still very strong, especially in high political domains, the member statesare expected to comply with the decisions of supranational institutions inmany areas and to apply the acquis, which facilitates further bondingbetween the states, institutions, and individuals within the EU territory. The continuation of the EU accession process in the following decadesprovides room for the emergence of the new regional initiatives, or the
7 Legal basis: Article 3(2) of the Treaty on European Union (TEU); Articles 4(2)(a), 20,26 and 45-48 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU). 



expansion of the already existing ones. Hypothetically, the existing platformsfor political cooperation, such as the Visegrád Group (consisting of Czechia,Slovakia, Hungary and Poland) may include new countries. However, thispolitical alliance was established as a coordination platform in the contextof the integration processes and did not expand geographically since itsestablishment 25 years ago (Đukanović, Minić, 2015, p. 25). Whereas theV4 might never expand, it might offer space for eventual privilegedcooperation with other countries/regional initiatives.However, the Craiova Group (CG), in which Serbia already takes partalongside Bulgaria, Greece and Romania – may gain additional prominenceas an internal EU regional cooperation platform once Serbia enters theUnion. The CG, which currently focuses on expanding possibilities forcooperation in the domains of infrastructure, energy and EU integration,largely resembles the V4 initiative. At this development phase, it focuseslargely on interconnectivity and aims to upgrade the underdevelopeddomains of cooperation and overcome the economic and other disparities(Bochev, 2018). The CG is currently asymmetrical with Serbia as the solenon-EU member, but it could eventually evolve into another inter-EUregional framework. The CG members are not only neighbors but also closeeconomic and political partners that share common historical and culturaltraits. Initiatives such as the CG may become one of the pivotal regionalcooperation platforms for Serbia, not only as it currently benefits its EUmembership ambitions, but also because once the country joins, it willalready have a developed framework of cooperation – a close and ‘friendly’domain – for further projects.   Likewise, there could be opportunities to establish a new regionalcooperation model. Such a platform may also reflect the changed contextand the new understanding of the country’s changed political reality andidentity. In some distant future, once the entire WB area accedes to the EU,the possibilities for reestablishing mutual cooperation may be realized in adifferent political, economic and social context. From the contemporary practice, it may be drawn that the ‘baptizing’ ofthe regional initiatives is often tied to some geographical and historicalscope, which may reflect the common feeling of belonging or assert certainidentity, such as Central-European within the V4 initiative (Jagodzinski,2006). The V4 was named after a medieval alliance between the leaders ofthe above-mentioned nations, forged in the Visegrád castle. However, in the
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WB area, domains such as history or culture constitute a challenging ‘leastcommon denominator’, having in mind largely fragmented and diverginghistorical interpretations. Therefore, some neutral geographical designationmay be more appealing and be broad enough to bridge the differences andaccommodate different perceptions. These may be named after mountainranges (Dinaric Alps, Haemus Mons), or by the rivers (e.g., Sava/Drina…),depending on the geographical scope. Naming after toponyms, given thehistory and the diverging perceptions in the region, may prove to be lesscontroversial, divisive or neutral comparing to, for example, bearing thename of some regional historical personality or event which could beinterpreted in diverging ways in different countries. For example, the archaicHellenic term for the Peninsula – Haemus could still apply, partially or fully,to the Balkans (Todorova, 2006, p. 79). Although outdated, selecting such aname for some political regional platform would represent a symbolictribute to the Hellenic culture and political thought, which is native to theregion. It would also be helpful in “constructing” or reshaping a new regionalpolitical idea, following the disestablishment of the WB political concept.The author would also suggest exploring neologisms such as the Dinaric
Group. The Dinaric Alps stretch across the region in the northwest-southeastdirection. That is a neutral term which, like the Balkan designation, depictsa mountainous nature of the region. Unlike the Balkans, the term is notburdened by the negative prejudice, political or ideological stances andpropaganda, which often depict it as a region inclined towards violence,conflicts, ethnic distrust, fragmentation, nationalism, backwardness,transcultural clashes, etc. The term ‘Dinaric Group’ is neutral, unhinderedby historical, political and social inputs, and as such might be useful fordepicting their development from the ‘Western Balkan’ status to someupgraded form of cooperation, which would reflect the context of their EUmembership prospects. Similarly to the V4 or the CG, and unlike the WB concept, such platformsmay be initiated ‘from below’, by the regional governments. Apart fromsupporting European integration efforts, their value is in fosteringsustainable and deeper cooperation. The V4 was established to coordinateregional integration efforts, which was perceived favorably for their EUmembership prospects. (Paroubek, 2006, p. 14). These countries perceivedthemselves as Central European, whose political identity is related to andinterested in adopting the ‘Western’ system and norms. These perceptions
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are in accordance with the constructivist view that countries strivingtowards a certain identity should adhere to the norms that form that identity(Theys, 2017, p.38). The establishment of a regional platform was perceivedas a supportive instrument in acquiring ideas, norms, models, and otheraspects which build the EU political identity. Following the EU accession,the V4 successfully continued its political and social mission in CentralEurope (Paroubek, 2006, p.14). For the V4 countries, the EU membershipprovided an additional incentive for deepening regional cooperation, as itresulted in access to the single market, set of fundamental freedoms, rights,obligations and benefits which further removed formal barriers in forgingeven closer regional ties. 
Concluding remarksMany years ago, the ‘Western Balkans’ entered the process of Europeanintegration. Although Serbia and Montenegro are commonly perceived asthe upcoming two member states, the EU accession process is stringent andprolonged, as these candidates struggle to meet demanding requirementsin fundamental areas of the rule of law, the independence of the judiciaryand high political domains (Petrović, 2019b, p. 31). Although thesecandidates might not meet the ambitious deadlines set by the Credibleenlargement strategy in 2018, their EU membership remains a proclaimedstrategic goal and should be expected, perhaps already by the end of thedecade (Petrović, 2019a, pp. 72-73). On the one hand, it might be somewhat optimistic to already project thefuture of the WB concept once the ‘leading candidates’ become fully‘Europeanized’ and join the EU. However, it appears likely that in such a case,by the virtue of their new geopolitical, economic and other position and thenew modus operandi, these countries would be encouraged to proceed withthe integration processes with the remainder of the EU. The future EUterritory in Montenegro and Serbia would reduce the ‘Western Balkans’ anddivide it into two parts, marginalizing it even further as a political andeconomic concept. The functioning of the CEFTA within such ‘enclaves’,intersected by the EU territory, would be additionally challenged. The‘Western Balkan’ area would thus become additionally fragmented (orironically speaking, ‘Balkanized’) while countries like Serbia would integrate
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further with EU partners, which would progressively distance it from theWB concept. Taking part in regional initiatives may also reflect how these countriesperceive themselves or want to be perceived, especially once the EUmembership is obtained. At that point, the political identity will be affectedboth internally and externally. The shared EU political, economic and socialspace will stimulate the deepening of ties and facilitate new modes ofregional cooperation. Initiatives such as the Craiova Group may become oneof the pivotal regional cooperation platforms for the Republic of Serbia, notonly as a platform for advancing its EU membership prospects but also as adomain for closer regional cooperation with (other) EU members. Theimportance of such networks should not be underestimated, especiallyduring the post-EU accession period, when the country might need newregional partnerships.
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